Form

Rubato, freely in time

Piano

Double Bass

Violin

Viola

Violoncello

improvise
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mf  | broadly

mf  | broadly

mf  | broadly

mf  | broadly

mf  | broadly

mf  | broadly
Play long notes from the material

Play long notes from the material

Play long notes from the material

Play long notes from the material

Play long notes from the material

Play long notes from the material

Play long notes from the material

Play long notes from the material
Pno.

Vln.

Vla.

Vc.

Db.

E: OPEN

last time play as written

improvise/same mode ad lib

OPEN

piano cue to L

improvise/same mode ad lib

improvise/same mode ad lib

piano cue to L.

piano cue to L.

piano cue to L.

piano cue to L.

last time play as written
Improvisate long lines from the material, mix with harmonics and different octaves.

OPEN - Improvise

Improvisate long lines from the material, mix with harmonics and different octaves.

Freely

Freely

Freely

Freely
Improvise with harmonics (around E)